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Musings 
The Hunger for Money 
by Marjorie Kelly 
What we call "greed" might better be understood as a hunger for money-a 
hunger that is healthy, and deserves to be fed . Let us embrace a philosophy of 
abundance. 

Notebook 
An alternative economic summit (and how you can participate) ... investing 
opportunities ... the first annual Award for Corporate Responsibility ... helping 
drug abusers at work ... plus summertime thoughts from John Muir. 

A Corporate Architecture 
for the Human Spirit 
Frank Lloyd Wright and the Johnson Wax Buildings 
by Marjorie Kelly 
Ethics and aesthetics go hand in hand at Johnson Wax, which with its 1936 
Administration Building created an uplifting environment for workers, and an 
architectural masterpiece. 

The End of the Boss 
The Decline of Hierarchy 
by Harlan Cleveland 
In the information age, the power monopolies made possible by closely held 
knowledge have begun to erode. Strangely, both the monopolies and their victims 
have been slow to perceive the trend. 

Personal Ethics 
The Dilemma of o.ffice Romance 
as told to Bm'bara Toffler 
When V.P. Tom Benjamin announced office romance was unacceptable in his 
division, he didn't anticipate the arrival of a dynamic woman consultant who 
would stir feelings in his own heart. 

Bookend 
o.f Time, Work, and Leisure 
by Sebastian de Grazia 
The capacity to use leisure rightly, Aristotle asserts, is the basis of the free 
person 's whole life . Peace and prosperity are dangerous in a land that doesn't 
know what to do with leisure. 
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